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A National Institute of General Medical Sciences Crossword Puzzle

Across ▶
1. Juicy fruit
5. What chemists make
7. Nutrient
9. Either
10. Physical therapy
13. HD DNA repeat
14. Snakelike fish
16. 20,000-gene holder
19. Pay to borrow
22. Taxol-like molecule
23. Science of matter
25. Taxol source
28. Natural medicine cabinet
30. Garlic’s good health
31. Cancer drug from yew
32. Creating chemicals

Down ▼
2. Sorensen hobby
3. Chemical connection
4. Genetic health predictor
6. “A” on the cob
7. Snake poison
8. Lymey rodent
10. Leafy therapy?
11. Inherited disease
12. Dancelike motion
15. Tick disease
17. Huntington’s target
18. Streptin source
20. “Product” source
21. Best friend?
24. Animal coat
26. Not sharp
27. General infection protector
29. McMurray hobby
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